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Abstract 
 
In Institute for independency we see 4 key points that are parts of every human being and our 
everyday life. The areas are: finance, care for our body (well-being), green energy and 
mindset! In these four areas we as society lost the past generations' inherent independence due 
to quick changes in the society. Such individuals could add a lot more value to the society, if 
they were independent in this four basic and vital areas. 
An independent individual can be the basis for a completely new, sustainable and socially 
responsible economy. This would give a good basis for growth of companies and individuals. 
Such companies would cultivate a lot more social contribution as well as preservation of the 
environment. 
The way we see an Independent individual is with a truly high value to the society as a whole. 
We are convinced that such individuals would greatly improve the growth of human potential 
as well as exercise care for the natural resources. 
We believe that the foundations for the properly independent individual is a proper mindset 
and knowledge. The emphasis is on the out of the box or individualistic engagement in 
thinking. Only such individual is capable of contributional thinking and engagement to the 
benefit of wider society and nature.  
The company that is a really good example of socially responsible, open minded and 
contributional thinking is Tesla. With its unique story of electric car and wholly renewable 
energy solutions (battery + solar roof) this company became a good example of a socially 
responsible company with special care for our future generations and our planet Earth. 
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THE DREAM 
 
Have you ever thought about what would our world look like, if we had people who were 
independent in the most positive way we can introduce that word? People with self-
awareness, high moral standards, usage of renewable energy, individuals that would take care 
of their body by eating proper food, exercise and doing all that concerns taking care of our 
physical body, and in conclusion, they would also be financially free. With proper education 
from an early childhood or even later on, and with good examples of long term dedication to 
proper living and preservation of nature we would live in a world with no need for war, 
poverty, corruption or anything negative. The funny part is that we have the resources and 
knowledge to make this a reality. The only question is whether we understand the significance 
of such life and can put things into perspective, see ahead of us and not just under our feet? 
Anyone can build such foundation in their own life, only if they are willing to look outside of 
the mainstream and currently socially acceptable patterns of living. It all starts with us as 
individuals. Let us live to our full potential! 
 
FOOD FOR THE THOUGHT 
 
Does the introduction sound too good to be true? Unfortunately it does to too many people. 
That is why we have such a numbing advertisement, entertainment and poor mainstream 
driven society. Our goal is not to bash anyone or to be negative towards any kind of belief or 
way of life. We strongly believe in freedom of will and speech. We would only like to point 
out things that most of us are already aware of and are often heard on the radio or television 
and read in different articles. The goal of this article is to emphasize what we keep missing in 
our everyday life and is right in front of us. We all want to live happy and fulfilling lives, yet 
we keep on doing things that are really unhealthy and unbeneficial to us in the long run. A lot 
of people keep questioning how to achieve that real independency. There are more and more 
people teaching spiritual teachings and every day there is a new store out there with healthy 
green products, which is something worth respect, but are all of those really all that spiritual 
or green? We would like to encourage everyone reading this article to really think about that a 
little more in depth. Therefore we would like to touch on four basic areas we deal with on a 
daily basis in our lives and present to you some of the already known facts to encourage some 
positive action in the future.  
 
The time we currently live in is full of social contradictions and negative phenomena. Now, 
more than ever, we need a quick and effective response to the rapid development of science 
and technology. Since individuals form a society, it is important that the change begins with 
each of us.   
 
FOOD 
 
In the last decades, we have completely forgotten about the production of the quality home-
made food, which is produced from quality genetically unmodified seeds. Production of 
home-made food has a lot more benefits than just nutritional value from the plants that we 
grow at home. Many studies show how healthy and widely beneficial it is to work with the 
soil. Now-a-days there is no time to do things like that and why would anyone do that when 
one can get everything on the shelves of the store. Today, it is no longer affordable to do these 
things at home. This kind of mentality is stealing additional money from the wallet of 
individual on the long run, since the consumption of wrong food on the long run is indicative 
of bad health, the emergence of completely new diseases and the need for treatment and 
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medicines served by pharmacies. First we waste money to ruin our health, than we use it to 
buy pills to fix the damage we have done to ourselves. 
 
For several years, many medical researches and international scientists have been discovering 
the emergence of an increasing number of illnesses due to wrong nutrition intake. Eating 
healthy and live food with the support of physical movement appears as the only natural 
solution to this problem. In this area, a new trend is already being created, where there is an 
increasing demand for ways to quality food processing at home or in the surrounding area. 
We also have a worldwide rising demand for old, original and unmodified seeds. Food 
production has become business in which quality is neglected, and that is the main problem. 
We need more responsible food companies that will introduce new quality standards and will 
connect with local producers.   
 
MINDSET 
 
The next area is mindset. Most people are led by the example of other individuals who 
exercise a lot of bad habits instead of good ones. Actors, singers, political and spiritual leaders 
that are wealthy and famous for their miss behavior and selling of information that is harmful 
rather than beneficial to the people they engage with. Since our brains like shortcuts we 
subsequently fill the gaps with substances or information that are fast in solving the problem 
by numbing it instead of us working through it. Most people don’t have goals set for their 
lives either, which is a big problem, since no one can achieve a goal that he or she doesn’t 
have.  
 
An independent individual in the field of thought can listen to oneself, follow his or her goals, 
and is beneficial for both society and economy, a higher standard of an individual. With the 
independence of thoughts and hard work on the "personal development", this is an individual 
who will believe in the true values of him- or her-self and the society in which one lives. Such 
an individual can then manage money, which brings us to the third basic area in our life that 
we need to take care of better.  
 
FINANCES 
 
Such individual looks at money from the right mental perspective - a financially independent 
individual can make a great contribution to the environment and is not a burden of the state. 
Today we are witnessing increasing number of people with loans and bad credits. Not many 
of them know that being a loaner is a lot worse than being a lender - one pays interests and the 
other one receives them, so it is quite obvious which side one should be on; however pursuing 
for a quick satisfaction usually leads people in the wrong way. The other important fact that 
we also need to point out is that becoming financially free is a lot easier than most people 
think, and this is again achieved by education that is not that hard to obtain. The problem here 
is that we do not get to learn about finances in school, where usually we spent more than a 
decade and a half in. Individual that is financially literate understands how the monetary 
system works and knows its pluses and minuses, and can protect oneself from fraud and 
wrong information imposed by the media or illiterate people. A person who is literate in the 
area of finances and works on the understanding of the human mind and eats healthy, also 
understands the importance of renewable or green energy sources (solar and wind). 
 
We must not forget that the statistics speak of the fact that the vast majority of people – over 
85 percent – are still financially illiterate, around the world. Research proves the need to learn 
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how to manage personal finance so that individuals can avoid financial traps and, above all, 
successfully overcome and reach their financial goals, such as retirement, buying real estate, 
achieving gold reserve, etc... In 2008, the so called financial crisis, prompted us all to point 
out how banking interest manipulations can inflate investment classes to balloons, which then 
burst. In 2008, financial losses affected the ones who lacked financial knowledge and insight 
into the real functioning of the financial system and financial institutions. In order to avoid the 
many threats that are threatening in today´s in fast-moving financial sector, everyone has to 
gain an in-depth knowledge on money and learn how to handle them responsibly. It would be 
socially responsible that with knowledge and an insight into the actual state of the financial 
system today, we are influencing the changes in this for benefit of the majority and not just a 
handful of individuals. In order to achieve this, we need to raise awareness, and this can be 
done only by educating people about a topic that is not implemented in school curriculum. 
How many times a day you use money? And how much do you really know about it? 
 
ENERGY 
 
Green or renewable energy is the fourth important area when discussing solid foundation for 
human lives. We hear it almost daily now that our air is getting increasingly polluted and the 
‘’lungs of the earth’’ – rain forests are becoming exhausted, which consequently causes the 
earth to warm up and snow in the north and south to melt. Many experts tell us that if we 
continue down this road that is polluting and exhausting our Earth’s natural resources, we 
won’t be able to live here. Is this the inheritance that we would like to leave behind for our 
children? Today we have the technology to prevent the usage of the Earth’s natural resources 
in such a wasting way. The wind and the sun can be used to fuel our houses with electricity as 
well as our cars. Today we can place a solar system on the roof of our house, buy batteries to 
store the energy in our basement and have an electric car in our garage. Achieving that makes 
us not only independent when it comes to energy, but enables us to cut the costs of these 
resources on our monthly bills.  
 
Tesla is the world's most recognizable model of a socially responsible company with an 
emphasis on renewable energy sources. Elon Musk, owner and leader, is a man who wants to 
change the way we drive our cars and the way we produce electricity. Solutions came by 
electrical mobility (Tesla is the largest manufacturer of electric cars and the largest car 
company in capital markets) and the use of solar energy for the sake of future generations 
(company Solar City brought some extra innovations in the acquisition of solar energy, also in 
Musk ownership). With its business successes, it has given people ideas that we need to start 
using cars and generate electricity in a way where we are responsible for today´s and future 
companies. It doesn´t end here. Musk supplies all its companies with renewable energy 
sources. It is also known that he builds a giant giga factory of electric batteries in Nevada, 
which will be powered entirely by itself - using renewable energy sources. Musk and his 
companies provide clear evidence that it is also possible, in the capitalist world, to think 
socially responsibly and still make profits. Tesla has forced competition in the automotive 
market to gradually abandon the production of diesel cars and switch to an ever-increasing 
focus on electric cars. 
 
THE VISION 
 
In the Institute for Independency we see four key points that are part of every human being 
and our everyday life, and are the foundations for one’s success and happiness in one’s life. 
These areas are: finances, care for our body, renewable energy and mindset! In these four 
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areas, we as a society lost the past generation’s inherent independence, at least in one or two 
areas due to quick changes in the socio-economic system and lack of proper and pure 
education from our childhood onwards. People could add a lot more value to the society, if 
they were independent in these four basic and vital areas, thus having a lot better 
understanding what their contribution to the world could be. 
 
An independent individual can be the basis for a completely new, sustainable and socially 
responsible economy. This would give a good basis for growth of companies and individuals. 
Such companies would cultivate a lot more social contribution, while still preserving the 
environment. Independent individual would add a truly high value to the society as a whole. 
We are convinced that such individuals would greatly improve the growth of human potential 
as well as exercise care for the natural resources. 
 
We believe that the foundations for the properly independent individual are knowledge and 
proper mindset. The emphasis is on the ‘out of the box’ or individualistic engagement in 
thinking and learning. Only such individual is capable of real contribution, positive thinking 
and engagement to the benefit of wider society and nature.  
 
Today most people are not independent in those four crucial areas due to advertisement, bad 
examples from our leaders, loans, political scandals and engagement in quick satisfaction with 
results. We lack a lot of very important virtues because of that, or we have exchanged them 
for bad habits or influences and quick solutions that are usually very unhealthy in the long 
term. An average individual today is too dependent on the systems and on others, and we are 
afraid that if we continue down this road, the only thing that we will remember is how it used 
to be when we were free and independent like we think when we hear stories from our 
grandparents and their way of living. 
 
We must not forget the most powerful advantage of an independent individual, namely his or 
her influence on the surrounding environment, society, economy and human beings. This 
individual influence must be so strong, that it can convince economic and public entities to 
change. Such individual has different needs that need to be met. For example: individuals who 
want to power their houses and cars with green energy (solar and wind energy), create new 
needs that can slowly change industrial processes and create new, socially responsible 
companies that satisfy their needs. Individuals have the power to create a new trend in the 
world where companies will decide to do business more responsibly, if they are asked to do so 
by consumers.  
 
CALL TO ACTION 

One last thing we would like to point out is that if we look at the hierarchy of needs of human 
beings that Abraham Maslow presents in his works, we can find the need for self- 
actualization among them. This means we need to reach to our full potential as human beings, 
if we are to feel happy and successful and that means we need to contribute. Independent 
individual is therefore the basis for reaching that self-actualized life. Once we have taken care 
of the basic needs, we also start to feel the need to contribute as human beings, and this is 
where the self-actualization comes into play, providing us with happiness and fulfillment we 
all want in our lives. A self-actualized human being is also the one who is most socially aware 
and responsible, and that is what will not only let us survive, but thrive on this amazing planet 
for centuries to come! 
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